Akron Pool
Pool Rules
1. No running
2. No roughhousing or horseplay
3. No shoulder or back rides
4. Playing, pulling, sitting, and standing on the rope, ladders, or slides is NOT allowed
5. One person at a time on the slide, you must sit on the slides face forward
6. No snorkeling
7. Everyone must shower before entering the swimming pool
8. No prolonged breath holding
9. No diving in shallow water
10. Any activity that the lifeguard deems unsafe must be stopped immediately.
11. Conduct that may result in injury to self or others will not be permitted
12. Children 6 years old or younger must be accompanied by someone 12 years or older
13. All children using a flotation device must be in arm's reach of a parent/guardian
14. No glass on the premises
15. No alcohol/tobacco/drugs on the premises
16. Everyone must wear a swimming suit, T-shirts must be approved
17. No harassing the lifeguards
18. Lifeguards are allowed to enforce any rule necessary
19. No food, drink, or gum allowed in the pool
20. No animals or pets allowed
21. Pool closure for temperature below 68 degrees Fahrenheit
22. Pool must close for 30 consecutive minutes without any further lighting strikes before
reopening, if strikes again, the clock starts over
23. Person with skin, eye, ear or respiratory infections or wounds should not enter the pool
without consulting the pool manager first
24. Lifeguard must be on duty in order to enter water
25. Hair shoulder length or longer must be tied back

Diving Board Rules
1. Only one bounce on the board
2. Do not jump towards the wall, jump straight out
3. No back flips, or jumping off backwards
4. No flotation devices can be used when going off the diving board
5. Catching anyone off the diving board is not allowed
6. Only four in the deep end at a time, unless diving board is CLOSED
7. You must ask a lifeguard to close diving boards
8. No swimming in deep end unless diving board is CLOSED
9. No cartwheels off of diving board
10. Only one person on the board at the time
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